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Long drives are a “gimme”
with the all new Intruder.
Easy Glider™ rates
★★★★ for outstanding
performance.
How the Damon diesel
makes all the difference.
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Intruder

Intruder

Class
A.
Go where you
want to go.

Go where you want to go. Do what you want to do.
Nothing will stop you from having the time of your
life when you own an Intruder Class A Motorhome
from Damon. Built for strength, styled for luxury,
designed for value, the new Intruder will take you
everywhere you want to go in comfort and style.

Quality makes for smooth sailing.
Our new Gentle Ride System™ promotes a much
smoother, more comfortable ride than you probably
ever dreamed possible. Our super-strong
chassis features a tough, ladder-type frame
with deep, full-length steel side rails and
welded crossmembers. Plus, the rubberized, shock-absorbing body mounts which
make up our exclusive Gentle Ride System
ensure that you, your family and friends
will feel far less vibration from the road.
The superior chassis and our super-sturdy,
extruded aluminum welded frame are
covered with highest-quality Mende Board
exterior sidewalls, imported from
Germany. These components are
engineered to give you a smooth,
clean exterior finished in Damon’s
own Ice White™ that is scratch
resistant and easy to clean. Everything in your Intruder
has been constructed for superior performance and
value over the long haul.

Big on comfort, big on space.
Construction details continue inside your Intruder
with superior insulation engineering and our Comfort
Control Center™ temperature system. The domed
roof features a unique, molded waffle design for
outstanding insulation, acoustical enhancement
and super-cool air conditioning through Intruder’s
improved ductwork. The system
makes use of fundamental
thermodynamics by delivering warm
air from the floor, where it naturally rises,
and cool air from the ceiling, so it naturally falls.
And you’ll never be too warm or too cold with
our thermostatically controlled heating.
You’ll encounter more space with the Intruder,
especially when it’s equipped with the Damon Easy
Glider™ slide-out room. This exclusive Damon design

(Model 352) The road to enjoyment is clear
from the well-appointed cockpit of the Intruder.
The panoramic windshield surrounds the driver
the way the plush captain’s chairs surround the
driver and co-pilot in comfort.

automatically lowers the slide-out
room to the same floor height as
the adjacent living area. That’s
right … a slide-out with a flat floor!
There’s no irritating extra step to
trip anyone up. And, as the name implies,
the Easy Glider moves smoothly and quickly at the
touch of a button.

Efficiency and elegance hallmark
the Intruder interior.
The Intruder features our StepSaver™ kitchen,
thoughtfully designed to maximize both floor
and overhead space. Brand-name appliances include
a large, flush-mounted double-door
refrigerator, and super-sized,
double-bowl porcelain sink.
Kitchen options even include a
single-lever faucet with sprayer hose and beautiful
solid-surface countertops. And of course, our
cabinetry is beautifully crafted with luxurious
hardwood doors and provides homelike styling
with plenty of durable storage space.
In the bedroom, the queen-size bed is finished
with coordinating bedspread and headboard. And
throughout the Intruder’s interior you’ll find
the extra-special touches we call Damon Designer
Details™. Like the big storage drawer under the
sink. Wall clock and mirrors. Pin-up lights. And
beautiful fabric styling by designers
such as Karl Miller. No detail has
been overlooked in the design of
your Intruder.
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Great for long
drives

Easy maintenance and plenty of storage.

Some people still think
recreational vehicles are just
for camping. But more and
more people are discovering
that a quality motorhome,
like the all new Damon
Intruder, is the best way to
get away no matter how you
like to play. A weekend in the
city. A trip to homecoming.
Or to tee it up at that great
new golf resort down on the
Carolina coast.

Vehicle maintenance has been greatly
improved with our Easy Access Battery
Box™, which puts the electrical
system of the vehicle at your
fingertips. Our new One Flush System™
greatly simplifies the process of
emptying your waste tanks.
Basement storage has become a popular
feature on many Class A motorhomes,
including Intruder. Most competitive models,
however, have small doors so the benefits of
basement storage are minimized. By contrast,
your Intruder is equipped with extra-large doors
on our spacious basement storage compartments
so there’s room for everything you need to make
your trip absolutely perfect. You, your family and
friends deserve nothing less.

Every Intruder passes our
inspection before it passes yours.
Damon’s own StartRight Quality
Assurance™ program is our promise to our
customer that their Intruder is in top-notch
condition. Unlike many other manufacturers, Damon conducts a rigorous 80-point
inspection test on every model before it ever goes
to your dealer. This procedure helps ensure that

every system in your RV is up to par for your
enjoyment and satisfaction — and ours.
Damon Corporation has built a superior
reputation on the quality, dependability
and absolute value of every RV
we manufacture. So if you’re in
the market for a quality Class A
motorhome, you needn’t look
any further than the impressive
new Intruder. See it at your
local Damon dealer today.
Because you’re always at home
in your Intruder.

(Left) (Model 352)
Look forward to easy
living in the dining
and living area of
the Intruder with
upholstered furniture
tastefully presented in
the China Tea decor
package. Kitchen
features include
double-bowl porcelain
sink with cutting
board cover.
(Above) The Intruder’s
pantry, standard when
available, packs plenty
of provisions with
particular efficiency.
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(Right) (Model 352) The
living area of the Intruder is
one of the most comfortable
and expansive available
anywhere. The L-shaped
sectional sofa and matching
window treatments shown
here features the new China
Tea decor package with the
Pamrico Oak finish.
(Below) (Model 352) The
bathroom of the Intruder
isn’t just practical, it’s
practically perfect with its
enclosed shower stall,
mirrored cabinet and
larger sink. (Bottom right)
(Model 352) Nothing will
intrude on your good night’s
sleep in the luxurious
master bedroom of the
Intruder, featuring
queen-size bed, matching
headboard, bedspread and
valances, soft lighting and
warm, rich cabinetry.
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Discover the difference the Damon
diesel makes.
More and more motorhome buyers are
discovering the difference a rear-mounted
diesel engine can make. A diesel “pusher,” as
it is commonly called, provides exceptional
power. Serious power for the serious longdistance traveler.
Of course, diesel customers not only
want driving power, they also want the
best features available. That’s why many
of our most popular options are standard
equipment on Intruder diesel pushers
including a Kohler 7.0 generator, stainless
steel wheel liners, oak plank flooring in
the kitchen and oak refrigerator front.
Ask your dealer to show you these Damon
diesel differences.

(Left) (Model 359)
Many Intruder diesel
customers expect
nothing but the
best of the best. A
convection/microwave
oven and other popular
options are standard on
diesel model floorplans.
And the optional SE
package features
include the single-lever
faucet with sprayer,
stylish glass backsplash
and solid-surface
countertops.
(Above) (Model 359)
The spacious bedroom
of the Intruder with the
SE package includes a
designer headboard with
mirror, bedspread with
shams and throw
pillows, Lambrequin
window treatment with
day/night shades and
upgrade carpeting.
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Radius entry door with white
anodized frame provides
luxury and extended use.

Fully integrated front
fiberglass cap displays
luxury and style.

Aluminum framing
prevents leakage and
increases strength.

Block foam insulation for superior
energy efficiency integrates with
extruded aluminum framework and
Lauan decking to create a supersolid, crowned roof assembly.

Your tinted front windshield
provides a barrier from solar
heat as well as reduced glare
for added safety.

Pantographic, dual-arm
windshield wipers offer
greater visibility in
adverse weather.

Front-mounted, convex
exterior mirror for superior
visibility and the user-friendly
remote control offer precision
adjustments at your fingertips.

Seamless, one-piece 1/2"
floor decking reduces squeaks
and road noise. No seams
means a solid, level floor.

Steel-constructed fire wall
provides additional safety
and strength to the front of
your Intruder Bus
motorhome.

Damon’s Gentle Ride™ system
reduces NVH (noise, vibration
and harshness) to ensure a more
comfortable ride.

As part of Damon’s 80-point StartRight
Quality Assurance Program™, each
Intruder Bus motorhome undergoes a
computerized wheel alignment to help
ensure a safe, trouble-free ride.

Lighted, cross-linked, seamless
rotocast storage compartments
provide a strong and water-tight
seal for valuable exterior storage.
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Standard 13.5 BTU ducted roof air
conditioning, part of Damon’s
Comfort Control Center™, offers
efficient distribution of cool air.

Standard ceiling vents
provide ventilation
throughout the coach.

Painted, aluminum roof
ladder for convenient access
to roof storage.

One-piece E.P.D.M. seamless
rubber roof offers a full 12-year
warranty and is specifically
formulated for exposure to the
sun and natural elements.

Fully integrated rear fiberglass cap
features a large-capacity rear
trunk for your bulky storage needs.
(Most Intruders average 106 cubic
feet of spacious exterior storage.)

Intruder Bus’ Ice White™
exterior is constructed of
durable, easy-to-maintain,
one-piece fiberglass.

Black anodized radius aluminum
window frames with large, sliding
glass windows tinted to offer
solar heat reflection.

Totally enclosed, the heated 106-gallon
increased-capacity waste water holding
tank compartments provide worry-free,
extended seasonal use.

Damon’s exclusive One Flush System™ allows
you to empty all your waste water tanks from
one convenient location. We even provide a
sprayer hose for easy clean-up!

Every Intruder Bus has undercoating and a
foam seal to provide an added barrier from
the elements.
Extra-large 98-gallon capacity, fully heated,
enclosed freshwater tank offers extended use
and reduces frequent stops during travel.
Full 1 1/2" expanded polystyrene block
foam insulation in your Intruder Bus
sidewall and floor increases energy
efficiency and helps provide an
excellent acoustical barrier.

High-quality residential carpet and
padding provides comfort and
insulation on top of your seamless,
one-piece floor deck.

Intruder’s heavy-duty 14 gauge,
12,000 pound capacity steel
trusses are welded to the
chassis for rugged strength
and incredible safety.

Damon’s exclusive Easy Glider™ hydraulic
slide-out system provides additional head
room and gives you a smooth, flat surface
offering you and your guests additional safety.
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Rock

Pacific

Harbor

Grove

China

Morning

Tea

SE Package fabrics

Mist

(Above right) (Model 359) Simplicity is
the name of the game thanks to Damon’s
new One Flush System™ for emptying your
waste tank. (Right) (Model 359) The efficiency
of Intruder’s seamless rotocast storage
compartments are enhanced by the extra-large
doors. (Gas pistons standard on all diesel
compartment doors.)

Platinum

Haze

Custom paint packages

Opal

Pastel
Green

Rose

Quartz
Buff
Your nearest dealer:

Cream

